Application Note
Lynx® Digital Signal Analyzer
Introduction
The role of nuclear pulse processing hardware is to deliver
the optimum resolution and throughput for a given detector
system in a manner the user can readily analyze and interpret.
Several factors dictate the appropriate data acquisition and
analysis hardware needed for the best performance. Count
rates spanning several orders of magnitude, transient count
rates, different detector and preamplifier modalities, the range
of gamma-ray energies of interest, dynamic environmental
conditions such as temperature: these are all factors that must
be taken into account when choosing an appropriate digital
spectrum analyzer (DSA) for a gamma spectroscopy system.
Digital signal processors (DSP) have recently been favored
over analog electronics for spectroscopy systems due to their
superior environmental, count rate stability, and processing
flexibility.

System Description

Optimum performance over a wide range of activity and
count rates is vital for any spectroscopic system across all
applications of nuclear measurements: nuclear safeguards,
the nuclear fuel cycle, power plant monitoring, border
security and first response, assaying of nuclear waste,
environmental and health monitoring, and scientific research.
Detector technologies such as HPGe, Si(Li), Si drift detectors,
CdTe, inorganic scintillators (NaI(Tl) and La-Halides),
organic scintillators, and CdZnTe are all utilized for these
applications depending on the situation’s specifications
or functional requirements. Gamma and x-ray energies in
many applications can range from 1 keV into the tens of MeV.
Incoming count rates can span orders of magnitude in a
given spectroscopic situation. The Lynx is a state-of-the-art
DSP-based DSA designed to deliver the best performance
for any nuclear spectroscopy application. This note reports
on its performance compared to earlier MCA technology and
highlights many of its enhancements and capabilities.

The Lynx DSA is a digital signal analyzer designed to
accommodate any nuclear measurement situation. In a
standalone, compact package (Figure 1), the Lynx is a highly
integrated data acquisition instrument that incorporates
front end signal conditioning, a fast digitizing analog-todigital converter, programmable digital shaping filters, digital
oscilloscope, automated pole-zero and base line restoration,
and advanced noise estimation algorithms. The Lynx can
also be used in pulse height analysis, dual loss free counting,
multichannel scaling, multispectral scaling, and time-stamped
list modes. The Lynx can be operated with the Mirion
Genie™ 2000, Abacos, and Apex® spectroscopy software
packages, as well as independently with a Java-enabled web
browser. The Lynx can also be controlled via a customercreated software application through the utilization of its
programming libraries.

In this application note, the first section describes the
physical and functional features of the Lynx DSA. The
next section compares the resolution performance in
low count rate situations to the previous digital DSA, the
Canberra™ DSA-1000, as well as a NIM-based analog
setup. The third section compares the resolution, energy
stability, and throughput for these systems in high count
rate environments. The following section highlights the
benefits of the Lynx’s wide dynamic range. The next section
demonstrates the loss free counting capability of the Lynx
and its benefits in high or transient count rate applications.
The last section summarizes the evaluation of the Lynx DSA.
Figure 1. Lynx DSAs
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modes. The multichannel scaling (MCS) mode has been
enhanced to accommodate faster dwell times. The dual loss
free counting (DLFC) mode will be explained in a later section,
and the multispectral scaling (MSS) mode allows for rapidly
collecting a large number of PHA spectra. In MSS mode,
the two groups of spectral memory alternate in acquisition,
allowing for multiple spectral acquisitions with no dead time
between the acquisitions. This is an extremely useful feature
when data acquisition needs to be synchronized with external
motion of the sample being measured such as with radiation
portal monitoring, segmented gamma scanning (SGS), and
tomographic gamma scanning (TGS) applications. List mode
acquisition is useful for many timing applications. Tagging
each event with a time stamp, list mode acquisition allows
for analysis in the temporal domain. Applications depending
on coincidence from multiple detectors, such as neutron
coincidence counting for assaying fissile material or positron
emission tomography (PET), can be performed using this
mode of acquisition.

Table 1 outlines the major enhancements over the DSA-1000
unit, the previous generation DSP-based bench-top DSA.
The increase in the conversion gain of the DSA memory
to 32k channels has a couple of direct consequences.
First, by increasing the dynamic range, a wider gamma-ray
energy regime can be used effectively. Also, the throughput
performance is slightly enhanced.
This is because the higher range can accommodate more
pile-up events in the DSA channels without saturating the
spectral memory. Events that do overflow the range can
create a longer associated dead time for an MCA. The Lynx
DSA primarily uses the trapezoidal filter to shape pulses from
the detector preamplifiers, but can be configured in the future
with other shaping filters. The Lynx has more granularity
for the filter shaping time settings than the DSA-1000 unit
improving the ability to fine tune and optimize measurement.
In addition, an automatic pole-zero algorithm has been
implemented in the Lynx DSA. The Lynx DSA adds capability
for multispectral scaling, dual loss free counting, and list

Table 1.
Features of two standalone Multichannel Analyzers based upon digital signal processing: the DSA-1000 and Lynx units.

Feature
Conversion Gain/Memory
Filter Type

DSA-1000

Lynx

16,000 channels

Two groups of
32,000 channels

Trapezoidal

Trapezoidal/Future Capability for Others

Benefits
Extended Dynamic Range, Improved Throughput
Improved Fine Tuning Ability

Filter Range
Rise Time
Flat Top
Pile-Up Rejection
Threshold

0.4 to 38 µs in 40
steps

0.2 to 51 µs in 255 steps

Improved Fine Tuning Ability

0 to 3 µs in 21 steps

0 to 3.2 µs in 33 steps

Improved Fine Tuning Ability

1% steps

0.1% steps

Improved Fine Tuning Ability



External qualification of events

Assisted Pole Zero



Ease of Setup

5 ms to 10 sec in
14 steps

2 µs to 999 sec in
1 µs steps

Coincidence Gate
Auto Pole Zero
Multichannel Scaling Mode

Faster dwell times; Wider Range

Multispectral Scaling Mode



Less Deadtime between measurements

Dual Loss Free Counting



Decreased acquisition time for High Count Rates,
Better measurement of Transient Count Rates

Pulse Shape Discrimination

Plans for
Future Capability


List Mode Acquisition
USB Connectivity



Support for specialty detector types
Able to store simultaneous event time and amplitude



Ethernet Connectivity



Improved connectivity

Web-browser Controllable



Improved connectivity

External Positive and
Negative HV Connections



Ease of Setup

Digital Oscilloscope

Genie 2000 Supported

Energy Shaper only

Energy Shaper, Fast
Shaper, Thresholds ADC
(numerous digital signals)
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Ease of Setup and Improved Diagnostics

Experimental Setup
Several tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of
the Lynx DSA to its predecessor, the DSA-1000 unit, as well
as to conventional analog electronics. The analog acquisition
systems used were the following NIM modules: 2025
spectroscopic amplifier, 8076 ADC, 556A AIM multichannel
analyzer, and 2071 Scaler. A wide range of detector types,
preamplifiers, static and dynamic counting rates, and gammaray nuclides were examined. For each test, the relevant
parameters are described in further detail.

The digital oscilloscope functionality has been enhanced
over that of the DSA-1000 unit. The addition of a coincidence
gate allows the Lynx DSA to externally qualify the acceptance
of events. For instance, rejecting events from a cosmic-ray
veto detector or an active, anti-Compton detector can be
easily incorporated. The Lynx oscilloscope allows a significant
number of additional signals to be monitored for setup and
diagnostic purposes. The performance (update rate) of the
scope is also greatly improved over the DSA-1000 unit.
Several useful hardware features exist on the Lynx DSA such
as Ethernet connectivity, web-browser control, security and
diagnostic functions.

Low Count Rate Situation
The first test demonstrates the low count rate performance of
the Lynx DSA compared to the DSA-1000 unit.
Table 2 shows the list of various detectors tested and the
MCA shaping times used. The incoming count rates were all
approximately 2000-5000 counts per second (cps) during
this test.

Table 2.
Detectors for low count rate test. Analog and Digital Shaping parameters are listed.

Detector

Type

Preamplifier

Analog Shaping
(µs)

Rise Time
Shaping (µs)

Flat Top Shaping
Time (µs)

Si

X-PIPS™

Reset

12

26.4

0.2

Small Planar

P-Type

RC

4

5.6

0.8

Small Planar

P-Type

Optical Reset

12

16.8

2.4

Coaxial

40% P-Type HPGe

RC

4

5.6

0.8

Coaxial

14% N-Type

Reset

N/A

0.8

0.4

Large Planar

26% P-Type HPGe

RC

6

8.8

1.2

NaI

3x3 inch

RC

1

1

1

LaBr

2x1.5 inch

RC

1

0.5

0.5

The top three detectors of Table 2 represent typical low energy solid state detectors. An 55Fe source was used to measure the
resolution at 5.9 keV.
The middle three detectors are high resolution HPGe detectors of varying types. Mirion’s Standard Electrode Ge (SEGe model
GC4019) detector with a 2002 RC preamplifier, a small N-type HPGe (REGe model GR1017) with a transistor reset preamplifier
(TRP), and large planar P-type (model BE3825) with a 2002 preamplifier were tested. The two coaxial detectors were tested with
a 60Co source to gauge the resolution at 1332.5 keV. In addition, the planar detector was benchmarked with 137Cs and 57Co to
assess the performance at lower gamma-ray energies.
Two medium resolution scintillator detectors, a NaI(Tl) and LaBr3, were also tested. A 137Cs source was used to evaluate the
resolution of these detectors at 662 keV. For each detector type, counting statistics of less than 0.5% was achieved.
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Table 3.
Resolution performance for various detectors at low count rate. The first column is the energy at which the FWHM was determined
for the three electronics setups. The final column is the percent change difference between the Lynx and the DSA-1000 units. Green (red)
represents an improvement (degradation) in resolution.

Detector
Type

Energy
keV

Analog

DSA-1000

Lynx

Percent Change to
DSA-1000

Si

5.9

0.208

0.195

0.196

0.5%

Small Planar

5.9

0.252

0.242

0.245

1.2%

Small Planar
(optical reset)

5.9

0.208

0.377

0.195

48.3%

Coaxial 40%

1332.5

1.98

2.01

2.01

0%

Coaxial 14%

1332.5

N/A

2.53

2.34

7.5%

Large Planar

1332.5
662
122

1.63
1.18
0.529

1.67
1.17
0.526

1.67
1.15
0.515

0%
1.7%
2.1%

NaI

662

48.6

48.2

48.6

0.8%

LaBr3

662

17.1

17.5

17.2

1.7%

Table 3 shows the results of the low count resolution tests performed. For low count rate situations, the resolution primarily
depends upon the detector, so noticeable differences between the three MCAs were not expected. This was true with the
exception of the reset preamplifiers. The Lynx DSA outperforms the DSA-1000 unit by 48% and 8% when the HPGe detector
systems had optical reset and the transistor reset preamplifiers, respectively. In the case of the optical reset preamplifier with the
small planar HPGe, the analog electronics performed similar to the Lynx system. The improvement between the Lynx DSA and the
DSA-1000 unit is most likely due to the use of lower noise electronic circuits within the Lynx DSA.
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High Count Rate Situations
The next detector, the small REGe detector with the transistor
reset preamplifier, was only tested with the digital systems.
For this test, the shaping times were reduced to have the
following values: a rise time of 0.8 µs and a flat top of 0.4 µs.
This is roughly equivalent to an analog Gaussian shaping time
of 0.5 µs. A 60Co source was used in this test

To test the performance of the Lynx DSA under high count
rate situations, the HPGe planar detector with the optical
reset preamplifier, the smaller 14% HPGe coaxial detector
with the TRP preamplifier, and scintillator detectors (both
Lanthanum-halide and NaI) were exposed to very high count
rate circumstances. For small planar detector, the shaping was
kept at the 12 µs Gaussian-equivalent.

Figure 4 shows both the absolute resolution performance and
the resolution stability as count rates reach in excess of 275k
cps is superior for the Lynx DSA than the DSA-1000 unit. At
these high count rates, the change in resolution from low to
high count rate is 21% for the DSA-1000 unit and 6% for the
Lynx DSA.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show resolution and peak position as a
function of input count rate. In all DSA cases for this detector,
the highest count rate data point resulted in deadtimes of
95%; the analog setup reaches input count rate capacity at
37k cps, and the digital systems continue to 83k. Although
the Lynx DSA degrades when the count rate reaches the high
count rate, the performance is still greater than 30% relative
to the DSA-1000 unit. The Lynx DSA does not show any peak
shifting going to this elevated count rate, while the 5.9 keV
peak position shifts 1.7% for the DSA-1000 unit and with the
analog electronics.

FWHM (keV) @ 1332.5 keV

Small REGe Coax with TRP, Resolution vs.
Input Count Rate (ICR), 0.5 µs Shaping

LEGe with 2008B, Resolution vs. Input
Count Rate (ICR), 12 µs Shaping
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Figure 4.
Comparison of Resolution vs. Input Count Rate for small coaxial
HPGe detector with a transistor reset preamplifier using the
DSA-1000 (red square) and the Lynx (blue triangle).
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Figure 2.
Comparison of Resolution vs. Input Count Rate for small planar
HPGe with an optical reset preamplifier using analog MCA (black dot),
DSA-1000 (red square), and Lynx (blue triangle).
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Figure 3.
Comparison of Peak Shift vs. Input Count Rate for small planar
HPGe with an optical reset preamplifier using analog MCA (black dot),
DSA-1000 (red square), and Lynx (blue triangle).
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Figure 5 shows the stability in the peak channel of the two
digital systems as a function of count rate. For the high count
rate situation, the peak shift is roughly 0.5 keV at 1332.5 keV
for the DSA-1000 unit, and 0.1 keV for the Lynx.

The final detector tested was the LaBr3 scintillator, using
shaping times of 1 µs for both the trapezoidal rise time and flat
top at all count rates. The analog Gaussian shaping time was
also set at 1 µs. A 137Cs source was used during this test.
Figure 7 shows the resolution performance for systems for
input count rates in excess of 100k cps. For low to high count
rate, the Lynx DSA delivered the lowest resolution.
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Figure 7.
Comparison of Resolution vs. Input Count Rate for LaBr3
scintillator using analog MCA (black dot), DSA-1000 (red square),
and Lynx (blue triangle).
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Figure 6 shows the throughput as a function of input count
rates for the two digital DSAs with the small coaxial detector. A
maximum throughput of 117k cps for the DSA-1000 unit occurs
an input count rate of 248k cps. The Lynx maximum throughput
reaches 138k cps at an input count rate of 300k cps.
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Figure 5.
Comparison of Peak Shift vs. Input Count Rate for small coaxial
HPGe with a transistor reset preamplifier using the DSA-1000
(red square), and Lynx (blue triangle).
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3.00%
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Figure 6.
Comparison of Throughput vs. Input Count Rate for small coaxial HPGe
detector with a transistor reset preamplifier using the
DSA-1000 (red square) and the Lynx (blue triangle).
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Figure 8 shows the peak shift of the 137Cs peak at 662 keV for
the same count rates as in the previous figure. At high count
rates, all of the DSAs exhibited significant peak shift: the Lynx
DSA shifted by 3.4%, the analog system by 5.8%, and the
DSA-1000 unit by 7.9%.

It is clear that the digital signal analyzers greatly outperform
the analog electronics in throughput at high count rates.
Comparing the DSA-1000 and the Lynx for the detectors
tested, the Lynx DSA beats the DSA-1000 unit in resolution,
peak position stability, and maximum throughput.
To further evaluate the performance of the Lynx DSA, a NaI(Tl)
scintillator detector was exposed to high 137Cs count rates.
In this test, the resolution, peak stability, and throughput
were measured as a function of various slow shaping filter
parameters. The shaping time must be long enough to collect
most of the detector signal, or resolution will be degraded.
Also, the shaping times should be kept as short as possible,
since minimum shaping time will reduce event pile up, thereby
maximizing the system throughput.
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Input Count Rate (ICR)
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Figure 8.
Comparison of Peak Position vs. Input Count Rate for LaBr3
scintillator using analog MCA (black dot), DSA-1000 (red square),
and Lynx (blue triangle).
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Figure 9 finally displays the maximum throughput at 1 μs
shaping for the three scintillator systems. The analog
electronics throughput peaks at approximately 32k cps, a
factor of four worse than the digital systems. The DSA-1000
and the Lynx unit throughput reach a maximum at 116k and
139k cps, respectively.
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Figure 10.
Resolution vs. Input Count Rate for a NaI
detector and Lynx DSA as a function of shaping
parameters. RT is the rise time and FT is the flat
top time in (µs). The longer shaping times yield
better resolution.
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Figure 10 highlights the Lynx performance in regard to
resolution versus incoming count rate. In general, shaping
times shorter than 1 µs for the trapezoidal rise time (RT) and
1 µs flat top (FT) time have an increasingly negative impact
on resolution. Shaping of 0.6 RT / 0.6 FT shows a slight
degradation in resolution but does maintain the resolution
over a wide range of count rates.
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Figure 9.
Comparison of Throughput vs. Input Count Rate for LaBr3
scintillator using analog MCA (black dot), DSA-1000 (red square),
and Lynx (blue triangle).
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Throughput vs. Input Count Rate
with NaI and Lynx
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Figure 11.
Peak Stability vs. Input Count Rate for a
NaI detector and Lynx DSA as a function
of shaping parameters. RT is the rise time and FT
is the flat top time in (µs). The longer
shaping times yield better peak stability.

Figure 12.
Throughput vs. Input Count Rate for a NaI
detector and Lynx DSA as a function of
shaping parameters. RT is the rise time and FT is
the flat top time in (µs). The shorter
shaping times increase the throughput.

Higher Dynamic Range
The Lynx DSA has several features that distinctly set it apart
from the DSA-1000 unit. First, the Lynx DSA has 32k channel
of memory which offers a higher dynamic range compared to
the DSA-1000 unit. As seen in the throughput results of the
previous section, this increase in dynamic range decreases the
likelihood of peaks saturating the DSA. When this saturation
(overflow) occurs, the DSA recovers by remaining inactive for
short period of time, extending the dead time. The Lynx DSA’s
larger overhead range at all conversion gains results in superior
throughput performance.

Figure 11 displays the Lynx performance in regard to peak
position versus count rate. Here, shaping times shorter
than 0.6 RT/0.6 FT (µs) have a negative impact on the peak
position versus count rate.
Figure 12 in contrast to the peak stability and resolution trend,
throughput significantly improves with shorter shaping times.
Using shaping times of 0.6 RT/0.6 FT (µs), throughput rates
of over 200k cps have been demonstrated with the Lynx
DSA at incoming count rates in excess of 400k cps, without
significant resolution degradation or peak shifting.

Another practical benefit for the increased DSA memory size
is for high energy applications. Several security and safeguard
applications have recently looked to x-ray fluorescence, high
gamma ray imaging, and active interrogation techniques for
the screening of cargo for special nuclear material [ref. XRF
and high gamma imaging]. Many of these x-ray and gammaray energies lie in the 3-8 MeV range. By having a wide
dynamic range, the Lynx DSA does not sacrifice the lower
portion of the spectrum when higher energies are also of
interest.
Figure 13 shows a spectrum acquired with the Lynx DSA and
HPGe detector within the Advanced Spectroscopic Portal
(ASP). The high energy gamma rays stemmed from neutron
capture reactions on sodium and chloride. 252Cf was used for
the neutron source.
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Figure 13.
High Energy HPGe Spectra acquired using neutron capture sources. The red curve has a NaCl sample, and the blue curve has a
252
Steel sample. The neutron source used was
Cf. The two insets on the right show peak shapes in the low and high energy regions,
highlighting the wide dynamic range offered by the Lynx DSA.

Loss Free Counting
A second feature added to the Lynx model is the dual loss
free counting (DLFC) mode, based upon Westphal’s virtual
pulse generator (VPG) method for rate-loss corrections
[ref Westphal].

Instead of adding one count for every pulse, the VPG method
adds N, depending on the calculated correction factor. The
acquisition time is set for real time since the corrections are
made to the number of counts in each channel.

The Mirion application note on high count rate gamma
spectroscopy devotes an entire section to the specific
algorithm of the VPG method and its benefits over using an
electronic pulser [ref high count rate app note]. These include
and are not limited to having to pole-zero the electronic
pulser properly, calibrating the pulser not to be coincident
with a gamma-ray of interest, having to make the correction at
the end of the acquisition, and having additional equipment to
maintain and power.

Because adding events inflates the Poisson counting statistics
of nuclear processes, a simultaneous spectrum is recorded
in PHA mode, which performs the live time correction with
extensions to the real time. This second spectrum is used for
uncertainty calculations.
One of the major advantages to the VPG method is its
robustness to variable count rates.
Traditional Pulse Height Analysis (PHA) uses a live-time
correction algorithm that extends the acquisition time an
appropriate amount if any pulse pile-up is detected by the
signal processor. If the count rate is varying, the dead time
due to pile up will also be changing.

The VPG method simulates pulses at the DSA stage of the
pulse chain, counts these pulses while signal processing is
free and busy, and calculates the correction factor to apply
to the spectra due to pulse pile-up. Instead of extending the
acquisition time based on this correction factor, the VPG
operates at 5 MHz and applies this correction factor every
tens of microseconds to the output counts in the spectra.

For example, if a very strong, transient source is introduced
to the system and then removed during the course of a long
count, the live time correction will be based on the average
dead time, and will not properly account for the pile up
incurred in the short, high count rate period.
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To test what is the expected count rate of the 137Cs source,
a twenty second livetime count in PHA mode was performed
without moving the source (blue spectrum in Figure 15). The
count rate for the 137Cs matches closer to that of the DLFC
mode in the transient situation. Using the PHA spectrum for
uncertainty, the 137Cs peak rates agree within a few sigma.

To evaluate the DLFC mode of the Lynx DSA, a 50% N-Type
coaxial detector (Model REGe 5020 with a 2002 preamplifier)
was subject to a 60Co source at a low count rate of roughly
2000 cps. This corresponds to a deadtime of 2%. The
trapezoidal shaping times were 8.8 µs and 1.2 µs for the rise
time and flat top, respectively. Halfway through a five minute
acquisition of this source, a strong 137Cs was placed close
to the detector that produced very high count rate (~85%
deadtime) for 20 seconds. This experiment was performed
in both DLFC mode (black spectra in the figures below) and
PHA mode (red spectra). Because the location of the 60Co
source is not moved, the differences between the two modes
are negligible in Figure 14. The 137Cs (Figure 15) source peak
rates, however, vary by a factor of 7.

Loss Free Counting
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Figure 15.
Comparison between the live time corrected PHA mode (thin red) and
the DLFC mode (thick black) spectra. Because the 137Cs is introduced
transiently for 20 seconds during the 5 minute count, the PHA mode cannot
accommodate the rate loss by extending the real time. The dotted blue
spectrum is separate count consisting of 20 seconds of live-time with the
137Cs source stationary in PHA mode. Note that the DLFC mode correctly
accounts for the rate loss.
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Figure 14.
Comparison between live time corrected PHA and DLFC spectra
for the stationary 60Co source (1173 and 1332.5 keV). Both modes yield
similar count rates. Note the double sum peak of the 137Cs at 1324 keV
where similar to the previous figure, the PHA mode has
a reduced count rate.
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Table 4.
Results of Loss Free Counting test. The expected peak rate of 662 keV from 137Cs is from a 20 seconds of livetime in PHA mode (dotted blue spectrum
60
in Figure 15). The expected Co counts at 1173 and 1332 keV are from five minutes exposure without the 137Cs source. The live time corrected PHA
and DLFC counts with 137Cs exposure are from the transient situation in which the 137Cs is introduced for a 20 second portion in
the middle of the five minute count of the 60Co. The DLFC mode accurately returns the correct peak rates for both nuclides.

Table 4 summarizes the Lynx DLFC results.

Mode

Count Time
(sec)

Peak Rate
(cps)

Expected 137Cs

PHA

20

38745 ± 46

Expected Co
(1173 keV)

PHA

300

181.6 ± 0.9

Expected 60Co
(1332 keV)

PHA

300

164.8 ± 0.8

20 sec 137C exposure

PHA

300

5511 ± 19

7.03

Co with C
exposure (1173 keV)

PHA

300

181.8 ± 0.9

0.999

60Co with 137C
exposure (1173 keV)

PHA

300

165.8 ± 0.8

0.994

20 sec 137C exposure

DLFC

300

38227 ± 134

1.014 ± 0.004

Co with 137C
exposure (1173 keV)

DLFC

300

182.6 ± 0.9

0.994 ± 0.005

60Co with 137C
exposure (1173 keV)

DLFC

300

164.4 ± 0.8

1.003 ± 0.005

60

60

137

60
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Ratio of Peak
Rate to Expected

Enhanced Diagnostic Tools

Summary

Several enhancements to the layout and of the Lynx system
greatly improve the ease of use and accessibility. Similar to
the DSA-1000 unit, the Lynx DSA has an automated pole-zero
adjustment.

The Mirion Lynx DSA is the optimum solution for any nuclear
spectroscopic application. Using state-of-the-art digital
components and signal processing algorithms, the Lynx
model achieves superior resolution, throughput, and stability
to that of the DSA-1000 unit and analog systems across all
detector types. Enhancements to existing DSA-1000 features
include increased dynamic DSA range, increased slow and
fast shaper fine tuning capability, faster MCS dwell times, and
digital oscilloscope functionality. The numerous additions
(counting modes, external connections, automatic polezero, connectivity options, etc.) make the Lynx system more
versatile and facilitates easy setup and diagnostics. Based
upon the data presented in this note, the Lynx DSA is the
superior choice for signal acquisition and processing for any
nuclear spectroscopic application.

The digital oscilloscope (Figure 16) however, is much more
functional than that within the DSA-1000 unit, allowing the
user to view all of the stages and states of the signal pulse
processing.
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Figure 16.
Screenshot of the Digital Oscilloscope of the Lynx DSA.

The screen is split into “analog” signals, or those that can be
sent to the external output, and digital signals. The analog
signals can be displayed in the top portion of the oscilloscope,
and the following stages can be chosen: the digitized
preamplifier pulse, the slow shaped pulse, the fast shaped
pulse. In addition, the thresholds of the fast and slow channels
can also be displayed in this section. The user can trigger
from any of the digital stages of the pulse processing train:
the peak detect logic pulse, the fast discriminator threshold,
the slow discriminator threshold, the baseline restoration
logic gate, the store logic gate, an external gate, the pile-up
reject logic gate, or the inhibit logic gate. Having access and
visibility to all of these processing stages facilitates set up,
optimization, troubleshooting, diagnostics, and understanding
of any spectroscopic system.
A couple of practical enhancements have been implemented
that allow for easier set up and use. The high voltage outputs
of both polarities, regardless of range, are external to the Lynx
model. The Lynx DSA can also be fully controlled from a web
browser, making remote access and monitoring simple.
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